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Rewards
Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, character and value’, and every day our pupils’
efforts, contributions and achievements are recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils understand these
core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and a successful life, and each of the rewards holds a special
significance:
Acts of Great Merit
The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production of an
outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an outstanding assessment outcome.
Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example, demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively engaging
with the wider community.
Acts of Great Value
The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For instance, the
ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence, to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.
Please discuss these values with your child, and do regularly look at your child’s rewards on the ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter and weekly pupil briefing highlights examples of our pupils demonstrating each of these values,
and we encourage all of our pupils to embody each of these values in everything they do.

Rewards given so far are:
Great Merit:

For the Houses, the total
72,282

Great Character:

6,992

Great Value:

3,517

It is our great pleasure to give so many merits and
house points to our wonderful pupils and students.
Mr L Sloman
Deputy Headteacher
Head of Care and Achievement
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Rewards achieved so far are:
Great Givendale:

17,057

Kirby Underdale:

17,123

Millington Dale:

17,581

Thixendale:

17,941

Warrendale:

18,829
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Spotlight on:

Music
Year 7

Year 7 have started the year by completing the
bridging unit, something we complete each year
with new pupils. Year 7 receive a detailed course on
the basics of music, including note durations, rhythm,
and pitch notation. Pupils have also completed a solo
rhythm performance, which has offered a much-needed
taste of the practical work we normally do in Music lessons at
Woldgate. Year 7 are currently completing their final assessment for
this unit, before we move on to the next unit of melody writing, which I
am delighted to announce will involve the commencement of practical keyboard
lessons.

Year 8
It has been an unusual start for Year 8 in Music. The pupils
are so used to a large part of their music education being
practical sessions, and the first unit has seen a large amount
of listening based lessons and revision topics. Year 8 have
been reviewing the musical elements, essentially all the
ingredients that make up a piece of music. It has been of
huge benefit to them to go back and review these terms
and ensure they fully understand them by having individual
lessons dedicated to specific musical elements such as pitch,
rhythm, tempo and timbre. Year 8 are currently completing
their final assessment for this unit, before we move on
to the next unit of chromaticism, which will involve the
commencement of practical keyboard lessons.
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Keyboard Club
Keyboard Club has provided Year 8 pupils
an introduction to learning the keyboard.
So far it has allowed pupils to learn to play
existing pieces of music on the keyboards,
ranging from popular music (Freddie Mercury
& Queen) to film & TV Music (Jurassic Park,
EastEnders) and classical music (Beethoven’s
Ode to Joy). This will continue after the
current hiatus, and hopefully allow pupils
to develop specific keyboard skills and
technique, which they can then apply in their
core Music lessons.
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Year 9
Year 9 sees the start of the GCSE course in Music. The pupils
are introduced to the demands of the course with theory
and understanding. However, there has been much focus on
practical activities. The understanding of form and structure
in music has been explored through the medium of club
dance music. At first this genre may seem to be limited to
loops and repetition but it quickly becomes apparent that
structural elements and the use of texture is paramount
to ensure success. The pupils have since moved on to song
writing and rap where again structure is all important
with the differences between verses and choruses being
highlighted and the need to master the art of the rhyming
couplet. Storytelling and lyrics being essential ingredients
of any song. Pupils composed their backing tracks with
the aid of the computer before adding vocals to their
recordings. We’ve had some interesting subjects ranging
from ‘fast food outlets’ to the sanitary habits of the
people of Coventry (insert your own rhyming couplet!).
Year 9 pupils are also looking forward to their first solo
performance.

Year 10 and 11
Year 10 and 11 pupils have been focussing on the area of
vocal music with the study of one of our set works. ‘Kliller
Queen’ by Queen. Taken from the album ‘Sheer Heart
Attack’ from 1974 the song focuses on the seedy world of
politics and high class call girls but in an essentially lighthearted and upbeat way. This ambiguity is reflected in
the use of tonality (major and minor) but the considerable
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craft of the word
setting with Freddie
Mercury’s powerful
vocal and the use of
complex four and
five-part backing
parts make for indepth study. Year 11
pupils in particular
have had to wrestle
with the demands of
the only essay type
question on the exam
paper and we have
done much work
on how to carefully
construct a wellwritten, coherent and authoritative long answer.
By way of complete contrast, the other piece of vocal
music that the GCSE pupils are required to study is ‘Music
for a While’ by Henry Purcell dating from 1692 and whilst
the mood of the song is completely different it is perhaps
surprising the pupils that there is much in common in the
setting of the words despite the obvious differences.
Year 10 have been busy preparing their first solo
performance of the year and composition work is also
coming into focus. In Year 11 one pupil is already publishing
his own work online. Listen yourself to an example of Leo’s
excellent composing talent at:

www.soundcloud.com/beatek911/tracks
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Sixth Form
This year we have introduced a joint venture with Longcroft
School for the delivery of the A Level Music course. Due to
travel restrictions video conferencing has now become the
new norm and Year 12 students have been getting to grips
with the step up to the demands of theory and understanding
and learning how to make mature and academic verbal and
written responses to music that they hear. Students have now
embarked on the first of the compulsory areas of study that is
Baroque instrumental music.
Year 13 continue to be taught here at Woldgate and of course
the big test of making up for potential lost ground due to
lockdown has been our focus. Fortunately, the students were
able to work remotely for much of the lockdown period and
it is down to their fantastic application and dedication that
they are in fact on course to meet the revised demands of the
qualification. The importance of students continuing to improve
their practical performance skills through practice was vital and all
the students have demonstrated a great maturity and motivation
with this. In fact, one student has gone much further. Gen has used
the lockdown time to do her own ‘Ed Sheeran’ by publishing herself
performing her own songs on YouTube. Check out the song ‘Colours’
inspired by the colours of Autumn.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nhjDyhiYVx8

Brilliant!
Much of our extra-curricular musical activities have had to
be curtailed for now but our school chamber orchestra has
now turned into a Sixth Form chamber orchestra! We have
a fairly ‘random’ collection of instruments in this ensemble
but it is surprising that rehearsals have brought a new
freshness on stripped-back versions of some of our more
demanding pieces.
Four students have also formed their own string quartet.
It’s great to see our Sixth Form students taking the
initiative and trying to continue to enjoy their music
making.
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Instrumental and Vocal
Tuition
Our lessons from our visiting teachers have all moved into
A Block for this term and we would like to thank everyone
for their patience and continuing commitment. There have
been few problems due to everybody’s willingness and
flexibility and colleagues have commented on how they’ve
enjoyed the sounds of music making drifting down the
main A Block Corridor!
Mr Trevaskiss
Director of Studies: Holistic Education
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Amazing Art
Mrs Draper writes:
Here is some stunning work by Safia
Minion and Becca Rust in Year 12.
It has been developed from initial
stimulus material but I am delighted
with the way in which the girls have
used the project to make significant
progress.
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Winners of the latest
50/50 Club Draws
Congratulations go to both Mrs Beasley, the winner of September’s 50/50 Club Draw
and Mrs Jenkins the winner of October’s 50/50 Club Draw.

The Friends of Woldgate School would like to thank all who have joined the 50/50 Club. To join costs from £2 per month
payable direct debit to the club for one ticket (each additional ticket is £2.00, you can buy as many as you wish).

50% of the money raised in is given in prize money to the winner and the remaining 50% benefits the whole school.

Anyone over the age of 18 years, connected with the school is eligible to join,
if interested please contact finance@woldgate.net for a standing order form and further information.
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Executive
Headteacher’s Welcome

Over the last few weeks we’ve looked at techniques that we can use as parents to
support our child to develop approaches and skills that will help them understand
and remember taught content. Even without being experts, as parents, we have an
opportunity to focus not on the content itself, but on how our child approaches their
home learning and to create within them an understanding, that to be successful,
they will need to reflect on their approach to independent learning and actively seek
to adopt techniques that help them remember key knowledge and skills.
This week though, I thought with ‘mock’ examinations approaching, it would be helpful to share some ideas that would aid
revision. They still focus on ‘memory’ retention, but show one routine your child can use each week, for every subject, to
monitor and record their own learning.
A lesson or topic card, can be created each lesson at home and filed in a subject box. It will over time build up a record of the
key concepts taught in each subject, each week, or over a topic.
Completing a lesson card need
not take long. At the end of
the school day, to sit down and
do one card for each lesson,
reviewing content and then
identifying the key concepts is
all part of the learning process.
We can see in the following
card how the keywords have
been identified and the child
has recorded the definition, to
check and revise.
Cont. Over
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Once this card is created it can then be adapted to help revision. For instance, without referring back to the original card,
can you now remember the definitions? More importantly what techniques did you apply to learn these definitions? The
technique to remember is vital, as short term memory will help in the days and weeks ahead, but how has your child actively
sought to remember the information in a month, a year?

As we become more confident the table can be adapted over and over again, testing our memory and understanding in many
ways, consolidating the information in our long-term memory.

A simple card, produced every lesson, throughout a topic, encouraging our children to read through their notes from class,
consolidate their learning and creating a long-term resource that aids memory and helps us reflect on how we learn.
Do have a good weekend.
Mr Britton
Executive Headteacher
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Key Dates
Autumn Term 2020
Wednesday 9 September
– Friday 23 October
Monday 2 November
– Friday 18 December
Spring Term 2021
Monday 4 January
– Thursday 11 February
Monday 22 February
– Friday 26 March

I hope this newsletter
finds your family safe
and well.
My youngest son, aged five, has
just finished reading a book to me.
It is his first ‘big’ book as he calls it.
The first one to feature more than
fifty pages and, crucially, one that
he picked himself. It was at first too
hard for him – we’d bought it back
in February because he’d liked the
picture on the cover and had earned
a few pounds for pocket money.
He was desperate to buy it. At first
he found it too difficult and so it
remained on his shelf for some time.
A week ago, we picked it up together
and began to read it – with greater
and greater fluency as he recognised
the characters’ names and got more
drawn into the story. On the back
page is a printed advertisement of
other books by the same author: he is
already saving for the next one.

He has not been a keen reader from
the beginning – it has been at times
difficult to get him started – but
finding the right book has made all
the difference.
This week parents and carers
of Lower School pupils can look
forward to receiving a letter from
Mrs Wellock with information about
the Accelerated Reader programme.
As a result of the STARS reading
tests, you will receive a letter
providing a code that you will be
able to use – in conjunction with the
Accelerated Reader app – to select
books for your child that will be best
placed to help them progress with
their reading. Research suggests
that pupils develop reading skills
most effectively when they read
appropriately challenging books
- difficult enough to keep them
engaged but not so difficult that they
become frustrated. Thanks to our
Cont. Over
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Summer Term 2021
Monday 12 April
– Friday 28 May
Bank Holiday
Monday 3 May
(schools closed
on this date)
Monday 7 June
– Friday 23rd July.
Staff Training Days
Monday 7 September 2020
Tuesday 8 September 2020
Friday 12 February 2021
Monday 12 April 2021
Monday 26th July 2021
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tremendously successful book appeal last year – in which
hundreds of books were donated by pupils and students
to the school - We have a broad and exciting library of
literature with something to appeal to everyone. However,
you may also use the code to shop for books or, when it is
possible, use in local libraries.
Reading makes a considerable difference to your child’s
education as it is the means by which much of the
curriculum – and assessments – are delivered, however it is
also fun. I do hope that the letter provides a conversation
starter about reading at home in which you can share books
that you have enjoyed and continue to take time to read
together.
For pupils in Year 11, the mock examinations will take place
in the last two weeks of December and my colleagues
and I have been so proud of how hard the year group
have worked and what a strong start to the academic year
they have had. I hope that, as well as providing valuable
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practice for the summer examinations, they will provide an
opportunity to celebrate the great work they have been
doing and to build confidence and celebrate their strengths.
To ensure pupils are known and cared for as individuals and to supported them with their revision and well-being - ,
my colleagues and I look forward to speaking to each and
every child in Year 11 in the coming weeks. We will also be
writing to parents and carers with information about our
additional tuition sessions that will run from Mondays in
addition to our enrichment programme.
Congratulations this week go to Frederick Hastie in Year 7,
Skye Gibson and Gwenan Davies in Year 8, Marissa Murr in
Year 9, Sam Knight in Year 10, Alanna Codling-Reed & Elena
Gogean in Year 11, Connor Brogan in Year 12, and Lydia
Adrian in Year 13 for winning the Head of School Award for
the most rewards in last week.
Mr G Davies
Head of School
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Safeguarding at Helping your
Woldgate School Child to Prepare
for Exams: Part 1
Mr Sloman writes:
Tests and exams can be a challenging part of school life for
children and young people and their parents or carers. With our
Year 11 pupils sitting their mock exams in a few weeks, we have
provided some advice about how you can support your child
before and during their exams:
Watch for signs of stress

and drinks (such as cola, sweets, chocolate, burgers and
chips) make their children hyperactive, irritable and moody.
Where possible involve your child in shopping for food and
encourage them to choose some healthy snacks.

Children and young people who experience stress may:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

worry a lot
feel tense
get lots of headaches and stomach pains
not sleep well
be irritable
lose interest in food or eat more than normal
not enjoy activities they previously enjoyed
seem negative and low in their mood
seem hopeless about the future

Help your child get enough sleep
Good sleep will improve thinking and concentration.
Most teenagers need between 8 and 10 hours’ sleep a
night. Allow half an hour or so for your child to wind
down between studying, watching TV or using a computer
and going to bed to help them get a good night’s sleep.
Cramming all night before an exam is usually a bad idea.
Sleep will benefit your child far more than a few hours of
panicky last-minute study.

Having someone to talk to about their work can help.
Support from a parent, friend or member of staff can
help young people share their worries and keep things in
perspective.

Help them to study

Encourage your child to talk to a member of school staff
who they feel is supportive, particularly their Care &
Achievement Coordinator. If you feel your child isn’t coping,
it may also be helpful for you to talk to your child’s Care &
Achievement Coordinator. Please contact them to arrange a
meeting. Try to involve your child as much as possible.

Make sure your child has somewhere comfortable to
study. Ask them how you can best support them with their
revision. Help them to come up with practical ideas that will
help them revise, such as drawing up a revision schedule
or getting hold of past papers for practice. To help with
motivation, encourage your child to think about their goals
in life and see how their revision and exams are related to
them.

Make sure your child eats well
A balanced diet is vital for your child’s health, and can help
them to feel well during exam periods. Some parents find
that too many high-fat, high-sugar and high-caffeine foods
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Mr L Sloman
Deputy Headteacher
Head of Care and Achievement
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Ms Minton
writes:
As Christmas draws closer, it gives me great pleasure to launch our Year 7 Great
Value Appeal. One of our core values is to always seek to help our wider community
and to look beyond our school gates in support of others. Below is more detail on
this appeal and we would be so grateful for your support with this. This has been a
tough year for all of us and it is more important than ever to work together to make
Pocklington a happy and safe place this Christmas
•

Over the next 4 weeks we will be supporting the People’s Pantry and the Pocklington District Lions by asking
pupils and staff to donate items to their Christmas Appeal.

•

Donations of food items and Christmas treats will be distributed to local families who need a little extra help this
festive season.

•

From Monday 16th November please bring donations and put them in your tutor box in D7 which is Mrs Clark’s
room.

•

All items must be pre-wrapped – they cannot accept handmade/hand baked items.

Some possible donation items:
•

Tins: soup, vegetables, stew, baked beans, lentils, tomatoes, tuna

•

Jars: jam, honey, chocolate spread, marmalade, peanut butter

•

Packets: instant soups, gravy, pasta, rice, sponge puddings

•

Toiletries: toilet rolls, toothpaste, soap, shampoo/conditioner, baby wipes, shower gel/body wash, deodorant

•

Christmas Treats: selection box, Christmas pudding, Christmas crackers, chocolates, mince pies, chocolate orange,
small Christmas cake, biscuits/shortbread

•

Little Luxuries: hand cream, Christmas wrapping paper, mini hot water bottle, gloves, fluffy socks, hot chocolate,
crisps, Christmas magazines, colouring books, small games

Ms A Minton
Head of Lower School
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Mrs Atkinson writes:
This week Year 11 pupils
have received their first
Progress Review and we
are proud of the hard work
and dedication from the pupils and staff.
Pupils have reflected on how they have
done and what now needs to happen to
make even better progress.

in one place to save time. Put away your devices and find a
quiet place to work.

We know of their worries regarding the uncertainties
with final exams, and as we have done from the start, the
message is that they must continue to challenge themselves
in lessons, produce great work and in their home-learning
and plan well for assessments. As we lead up the mock
exams in December, this preparation must continue.

Ask for help! On Mondays, staff will be available to support
you in those areas where you may have gaps in your
knowledge. Take this opportunity to improve your chances
of making even better progress. The time spent with staff
in these sessions and when completing revision in class,
is invaluable! Remember also to use GCSE Pod to support
your learning and speak with staff if you are struggling with
getting organised.

Like with everything else in life, having the right attitude
and being prepared will boost confidence. Year 11, we
know that it is an anxious time, but staff are here to support
you, as they have been doing throughout the years.
Make sure that you know what is being examined in each
of your subject area; summaries have been produced to
help you with this. If you have not already done so, plan
which subjects you will be revising each evening; a good way
to start is to have the content already downloaded from
Class Charts or if you have made a mind map or revision
cards, have them organised. Please remember to have your
materials to hand and keep all your notes for each subject

www.woldgate.net
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Practice is then key! You must then attempt, assess and
improve, using exam style questions; know what they look
like for each of your different subjects. By familiarising
yourself with the exam questions, you will be able to
confidently do so in the actual exam.

We would like to thank the staff, as well as, the families
for all your support. We are mindful that revision is time
consuming so the earlier the pupils start, the better
prepared they will feel. Revision homework has already
been set and this will continue in the coming weeks. Please
let us know if you need further support and please take care
of yourselves and each other.
Mrs I Atkinson
Head of Upper School
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Mrs Lawson writes:
Last week I was very proud to share
with you the destinations of our 2020
leavers. It is always fantastic to learn
what our past students have gone on to do,
both immediately after Sixth Form but also years later
as they progress in their careers. Last year marked
my 10th year working with Sixth Form students at
Woldgate, which means now when I am bumping into
ex-students around Pocklington I am also hearing
about their marriages and children as well as their
careers, which is incredibly heartwarming.
This week it is with great pleasure that I launch our Woldgate Alumni. This will be
a way of connecting ex-Woldgate students back to the school, creating a network
of people with a single connection. If you studied at Woldgate, or know someone
who studied at Woldgate, and would like to be part of our Alumni, please contact
alumni@woldgate.net in the first instance and we will get back to you.
I can’t wait to start building this network of past Woldgate students and finding
out all the wonderful things our ex-students have achieved since completing their
education with us!
Mrs Lawson
Head of Sixth Form
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The Importance of the Festival of Diwali

Mrs Geary writes:
In Religious Studies
lessons in Year 7, we
study an over view of the
major faiths around the world.
Because our area does not have the
diversity of some other parts of the
country, it is important to introduce
pupils to the celebrations and festivals
of other faiths. In Year 9 English lessons
too, we are studying the poetry of other
cultures.
Diwali is an important religious festival originating in India.
It is celebrated by Hindus, Jains and Sikhs and takes place
annually lasting for five days marking the start of the Hindu
New Year. The word Diwali means “row of lights” in Sanskrit
and during this festival, people light candles and oil lamps
called diyas. They also celebrate with fireworks and other
lights around their homes.
The lamps are said to help the Hindu goddess Lakshmi to

Mrs Shearing’s Classroom

find the way to people’s homes to bring prosperity for the
year to come, but it is also a celebration of good triumphing
over evil. They mark this by exchanging gifts, enjoying
feasts and spending time with friends and family. The City
of Leicester holds the largest Diwali celebrations outside
India, and when visiting family there one year, we were able
to take photographs of the lights to show pupils.
Obviously, this year, celebrations are very different and the
usual family get togethers cannot happen, however they
can still draw Rangoli which are beautiful patterns on the
floor by the entrance of their homes to welcome the gods
and bring good luck.
Making and designing Rangoli is also enjoyed by our pupils
and during the key worker provision last year, Mrs Shearing
showed pupils how to make some. They also adorn her
classroom walls.
Below, you will find an example of an activity set by Mrs
Shearing to help pupils prepare for their lesson.
Cont. Over
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Prepare Activity
– Extending your
knowledge!
Chancellor Rishi Sunak says
celebrating Diwali this year will
be difficult but has urged others
also marking the event to stick to
lockdown restrictions.
Mr Sunak, a practising Hindu, encouraged families to
meet up virtually this weekend, adding: “We’re going to
get through this.”
Outdoor celebrations around the UK have been called
off due to the pandemic.
With a nationwide lockdown in place in England, many
councils are providing online Diwali celebrations on
Saturday 14 November.
Diwali is the five-day festival of lights, celebrated across
the world by millions of Hindus, Sikhs and Jains, who
traditionally illuminate their homes with candles and
lanterns.
This year it began on Thursday 12 November, with the
main day of celebrations taking place on Saturday.
Here are some images of Diwali being celebrated
around the world this week:
Mrs S Geary
Head of Inclusion
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Care and Achievement
Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs S Clark

Miss G Parkin

Mr M Elwers

07790 987139

07790 987137

07790 987131

sclark@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

melwers@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Miss S Black

Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

07790 987142

07790 987007

07790 987009

sblack@woldgate.net

cwright@woldgate.net

rbourne@woldgate.net
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